How to Prepare for Future Exams Following an Exam

by Answering the Following Questions:

1. Did the test reflect how you had studied?
2. Did you find that the professor relied more on lecture than on the text?
3. Did you find that outside readings were included on the test?
4. Did you find that the information from student presentations were included on the test?
5. Do your notes reflect the same information that was on the test?
6. Did the test information also include textbook readings?
7. Did you keep up with the readings?
8. Did you use the text to prepare for the test?
9. Did you compare notes with a classmate to see if they had additional information you had missed?
10. Did you attend the professor’s review session?
11. Did you attend the study groups with the Academic Programmers or through Tutoring across the Curriculum?

Before the Next Exam Try the Following:

1. Attend group study sessions/booster sessions/ meet with tutors.
2. Compare notes with classmates.
3. Stay up-to-date with all written and reading assignments.
4. Review and revise your notes weekly.
5. Learn some relaxation techniques to use before and during the next exam.